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Activities summary

W

e have been able to repair

13

hand pumps so far.

Over 5000 people have been able to access clean water

KES 200,000 used so far to get the 13 hand pumps back to service and maintain them.
Kwale county – Matuga , Msambweni ,Lungalunga and Ukunda Divisions
Most of the pumps in the area were installed by the Swedish international development agency.
The agency installed the pumps to enable the local community’s access clean water but over the years,
most hand pumps have broken down and remained in the state of disrepair for over long periods
The caretakers trained have since passed away or migrated to other areas and the remaining community
lacked the technical skills on how to repair the pumps. This left them with a few options to get water
and some even risked their lives to fetch water from crocodile infested
Through Osiligi Hand pump Project, we have been able to reactivate the hand pumps and also train
caretakers to monitor over the pumps.
The communities have a responsibility of taking care of the pumps and contributing an amount that will
be used to procure spares. This ensures self sustainability.
After rehabilitating the pumps, the communities are trained to manage the pumps. At the current level,
the caretakers have been able to correctly make a diagnosis of the fault and report it back. An LC was
dispatched to the site with the required parts (seals) and they managed to fix it. This shows that our
field strategy is working and with time the communities shall be self reliable.
The project objectives have been achieved as per the proposed plan for the area. We wish to expand to
cover more areas in the future.

Activities
During the period, most activities centered on identification of broken down hand pumps and getting
them back to service . I worked with a team that comprised a local contractor and a local contact person
and throughout the time, we worked together and they gained enough skills to maintain the hand
pumps.
Where a community had designated caretaker for the hand pump, we involved them during the repair
and through this process there was skill transfer. These caretakers proved worth as they reported
breakdowns on time and we managed to fix the hand pumps in time.

After the repair
everybody
is
happy that the
water
finally
came out. The
reddish color in
the water is due
to rust. After a
couple
of
pumping strokes
the water finally
clears up.

The communities showed positive response to the project with majority welcoming the project and
appreciating our efforts to get them clean water. One indicator of this was during one of our visits, we
were taken to a hand pump that is supposed to serve over 1000 people but was left in state of
desolation. The area around the hand pump was full of thicket. But the villagers organized themselves
and had the place cleared while we went to get replacement for the broken part. It was a plunger that
had broken, on our return they waited eagerly as we fixed it and readily gave out a hand to support us.
This was very encouraging
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The community hand pump functioning and now it services a local village polytechnic , a primarry school
and a community of over 800 people.Their alternative source of water was a crocodile infested dam 5
Km downhill.

Also….
The areas covered are characterized with hills and poor road network. It lies in the famouse Shimba hills
bordering the Shimba Hills National Park. Even though the area is deep interior, we never missed the
opportuniy to learn a skill from the locals utilizing the steep slopes to ride their unmotered woden
bicycles!

Pushing the wooden bike built by an 12yr old upcoming Engineer

Conclusion
We visited over 40 broken down hand pumps and to our capacity we tried to get the most pumps to
work.
One project is current awaiting community feedback before it takes off. This involved flushing and
placement of a hand pump. The contractor wished to have clarification on who will take the
responsibility of the cost if the flushing process failed, and if well deepening is required. This was after a
site visit resulted to a dry borehole filled with sand. The driller is concerned that if we go ahead and
flush it we may end up with a dry well, which would mean that nothing has been achieved. Therefore
community had to be consulted about the issue and if they are willing to pay any extra cost incurred,
then we can proceed with the pump. Part funding for the hand pump had been secured, while the
community had also raised the other part.
One of the main challenges noted throughout the time is lack of skill or adequate skill to troubleshoot
common hand pump problems thereby leading to worsening of the situation. Majority of the hand
pumps we could not repair had their risers broken or stuck inside the borehole.
To deal with this problem I propose conducting training workshops for the hand pump’s caretakers and
hopefully we may stop this problem and any other problems in the future.
In terms of community contribution, most communities are still organizing themselves into management
committees for the hand pumps. These committees will ensure collection of the contribution and
overseeing the operations of the pump .The area has seen a lot of organizations come and go and thus
making them skeptic but our constant communications has changed this, now they are willing to
cooperate with us and understand that their contribution will still help them and others benefit from the
program.
It has been a journey full of challenges and I have gained a lot of experience in dealing with the whole
hand pumps issues and this will improve our efficiency in delivering our goals with time.

And the communities say Asante Sana to Osiligi Hand pump project for giving them a second chance on
their hand pumps and thereby enabling them access clean water

